INDUSTRIAL SHOP & WORKSTATION FANS

30” COMMERCIAL GRADE CIRCULATORS

✓ 3-SPEED
✓ ⅛ HP
✓ 120 VOLTS
✓ 9-½’ CORD

PEDESTAL
AIR LC30AP
$199.99 /ea

WALL MOUNT
AIR CA30WC
$189.99 /ea

18” WORKSTATION FANS – HIGH STAND
AIR I-18HS
✓ 3-SPEED
✓ 115 VOLTS
✓ 10’ CORD
$135.00 /ea

18” WORKSTATION FANS – LOW STAND
AIR I-18LS
✓ 3-SPEED
✓ 115 VOLTS
✓ 10’ CORD
$105.00 /ea

42” BELT DRIVE PORTABLE BLOWER
AIR LC42BD
✓ 2-SPEED
✓ 1 HP
✓ 115 VOLTS
$364.99 /ea

**EVERYDAY LOW PRICING * RICHARDS SAVES YOU MONEY! **

PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE